In other words, under the hypothesis 52n = 0 the variable N2n becomes uniformly distributed. This is in contrast to the unconditional distribution for A^n which is given by the arc sine law. The aim of the present paper is to generalize this result to arbitrary lattice variables.1 In this case the result of the form (1) will have only an asymptotic character.
We shall prove the following. [August 2. Method of proof. The proof is carried out in three steps. The first step adapts the Erdös-Kac invariance method [2; 3] to conditional probabilities of the form P(A7n^a«| S" = 0). This leads IjO (10).
The next step involves the application of a result of Esseen [4] on the multi-dimensional central limit theorem for lattice distributions to the upper and lower bounds in this inequality (10). In order to do so we use Euler's formula to extend Esseen's theorem to regions of summation appropriate to our case. This gives (18) which may be of independent interest.
Having thus obtained bounds, with errors which tend to zero in the limit, for P(Nnúcm, S" = 0), we note that these bounds are independent of the distribution of the individual Xk. We complete the proof by substituting for these the known limiting value in the special case of Chung-Feller.
We add that, unfortunately, the order of magnitude of the error term in the final approximation to the uniform distribution is still very large.
3. Generalization of the invariance principle of Erdös-Kac. Let = Z P(Sr -S",. = -y)P(S"_(r_n,.) = y). Now, since in both cases considered we have 0^ |»¿-r\ ^n/2k and «_«-(\m -r\)-=n -n/2k, it follows by the central limit theorem that (7) P(Sn_|",._r| = y) <--
By Chebycheff's inequality we then obtain We operate in exactly the same way with the second term of (3) and obtain , .
Now for large «, «i -n'i_1 = n/2k+dl and «< -«¿ = «/2¿+0/', where Finally we obtain , 1 + log k C Ce (9) E(| Dn\ )<--f--+ -= R(n, e, *).
From here on we proceed as in Kac-Erdös to conclude that fl ' , , ) R(n, e, k)
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4. Application of the theorem of Esseen. We now proceed to evaluate p(-22 (n'i -nLi)<b(Sni) <a). ' I ft, I { exp ( -(€l+ "2+e*))
We also recall the following facts derived from the Euler summation formula; let f(x) be continuous and have continuous first and We proceed in this way and obtain after integration of the error terms But for large « = 2«' *"*(F«) + g(n, k) S $">,i(F") + £(»', *).
5. The limiting distribution. We now refer back to the introduc-tion of our paper, where we stated that in the case P(X = 1)
